ACROSS
1. Like a troll
6. Patrick Stewart's title
14. "I Am Not Spock" author
15. Wine specification
16. Sing to the cops
17. Start of a quip by Aziz Ansari
20. Washday choice
21. "Consider maybe ...?"
22. Off-night bar entertainment
23. NBA Finals MVP after Andre
25. Monty Python, e.g.
27. Right on the money
28. "Why ___ you telling me this?"
29. Quip, part 2
32. "Hacksaw Ridge" director Gibson
35. Quip, part 3
39. And not
40. Quip, part 4
43. Brazilian component
44. One of the avatars of Vishnu
46. Final stanza in a poem
47. From India
48. Quip, part 5
51. Sierra runner
52. Vitals runner, for short
53. Cavaliers owner Gilbert
54. Stay out of sight
57. Wyndham hotel chain
60. End of the quip
64. Snail mail routing letters
65. To the point
66. Tense playoff game
67. Perp's patterns, briefly
69. Libertarian hero Paul

DOWN
1. Bad attitude
2. It's literally nothing
3. "Have ___ myself clear?"
4. Chocolate or soap brand name
5. See 7-Down
6. Bad blood
7. Circle in a 5-Down
8. Blitz, as the quarterback
9. Underground rock
10. Sign at a theater
11. Loved, loved, loved
12. O'Donnell who's an ongoing target for Trump
13. Woody Allen/Sharon Stone cartoon movie
18. Barnes & Noble tablet
19. ___ Beauty (Celebrity-owned cosmetics line)
24. College recruiting grp.
26. "R U serious?"
29. Crucifix sign
30. Trevor on late night TV
31. Military muscle
32. Lord's home
33. Olympic swimmer Anthony
34. Animals on England's coat of arms
36. Many a YA reader
37. Homily setting
38. Maze target, often
41. "Making A Murderer" attorney Kachinsky
42. In shape
45. Fictional island where Excalibur was formed
47. Theatrical stagings
49. Supply and demand subj.
50. Cheese that hardens with age
54. Actor Hemsworth
55. Sondheim's "___ the Woods"
56. Minnesota Lynx org.
57. Abundant (with)
58. Band's practice recording
59. Clarifying words
61. Archaeologist's find
62. Archaeologist's job
63. Fish that swim by generating body waves